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I
INTRODUCTION

The problem of determining the number, N, of zeros of
a polynomial, P(z), which lie in a given region has been
of interest to mathematicians for a considerable period of
time. The problem was solved by A. L. Cauchy (1789-1857)
by means of his formula:

N — 2%:1I
%c·§%·’“=

c
where C is the rectifiable boundary curve of the region
and where it must be assumed PC2) ß 0 on C, Cauchy also
developed the notion of the index of a rational function

n which may be used in determining the number of zeros in
any given half plane.

In most of the applied sciences the problem of sta-
bility of a system is of utmost importance. Stability is
connected with the number of zeros in a half plane in the
following manner. Let us consider a system, mechanical,
electrieal or otherwise and let us describe this system
by a set of ordinary linear differential equations• This
is possible if certain assumptions are made about the com-
ponents of the system. This set of equations may now be
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reduced to a polynomial which is called the characteris-

tic equation of the system. It turns out that the system

will be stable if all the roots of the characteristic equa-

tion have negative real parts.
Working in the field of dynamics, E. J. Routh £¤1877

developed a method based on Gauchy*s work for determining

whether the characteristic equation of a system has roots

with negative real parts. Hhrwitz in 1895 independently

derived the same conditions in a more elegant form. In

1945 Wall, familiar with the work of both men, deducted

the results of Hurwitz by an entirely different method,

namely, by means of a continued fraction expansion. Most

British texts on advanced dynamics refer to Routh, but

never to Hurwitz. The German authors refer to Hurwitz,
and not to Routh. In this country the Routh-Hurwitz cri-

terion has received a good deal of attention recently from
J mathematicians and engineers.

The purpose of this thesis is to present the mathe-

matical theory needed to develop the stability criteria

which are in use today. The first section of this thesis

discusses the refinements made on the Routh-Hurwits cri-

teria since its original publication. Also included inthis

section is the development of the criteria by residue ·wheo—

ry. The following section covers the work of H. Hyquist

and presents the necessary theorems needed.ix1 his graphical
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analysis of stability• A discussion in connection with
the stability of closed cycle control systems is presented
to illustrate the use of the Nyquist criterion•

The last section of the thesis discusses the method
of phase plane analysis in determining the stability of
non»linear equations; The material for this sect1on·is
mostly from a course in non—linear mechanics given at
Virginia Polytechnic InstituteQ
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Routh, E•J. ADVANCED RIGID DYNAMICS
In this book Routh discusses necessary and auffi-

cient conditions for a polynomial with real coefficients

to have zeros with negative real parts, The final form
of his main theorem is as followss Let

f(z) ¤ aozu + a1zn°1 + a2zn°2 + ••• + au_lz + an

where ao is assumed to be positive•
Construct a sequence of "test functions" as follows:

Let AG · ao, and derive Al from Ao, A2 from Al, and so on,
by writing the lower elements for the upper elements in
the columns of the following t&bl€•

¤
al a2 a5 etc.

a ai _ a a5
l l

A zero is to be written whenever the suffix is greater

than the degree of the equation. Then necessary and suf- A
ficient conditions for f(z) to have no roots with positive

{
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real parts is that all the terms in the test function be

positive. As an example, consider the case when n ¤ 5,

then the test functions become:
KA°—¤ao5

52
al

Note that in obtaining A5, we replaced a2 by aß, ac by al,

aa aa
al by a2 — —§;ä·and aß by an • —§;5'but as · O so that aß

was replaced by ap only.

Wall, H.S. ”Polynomials Whose Zeros Have Negative Real
Parts"

“ In this paper Wall gives necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for a polynomial, f(z), with real coefficients to

have zeros with negative real parts by use of continued

fraction expansion. Another important result from this

paper is necessary and sufficient conditions for f(z) and
f(—z) to have a zero in common.
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Frank, E. qbn The Zeros Of Polynomials With Complex

Coefficients”
This paper extends the results of Wall to polyno-

miele with complex coefficients. Frank proves essen-

tially the same theorems as Wall although she givesal-

ternate forms for necessary and sufficient conditions

for a polynomial to have zeros with negative real perts•

Herden, H. THE GEDHETRY OF THE ZEROS
This book contains a complete discussion of poly-

nomiels having complex coefficients with negative real

parts. Herden discusses these polynomials in regard te

Sturm sequencee, determinant sequenoee, end Ceuchy*s

indicea„



III
STABILITY CRITERIA BY THE METHOD OF CONTINUED FRACTION

EXPANSION

Consider a system of second order linear ordinary

differentiel eqnations given by

+ •" + + + "‘

+ bluYä + c11Yl + ·•• + clnlh ¤ O

(5•l) 321Yi + ·•• + a2uYh + b2lY1
c21Yl + ••• + c2uYn ¤ 0

anlil + ••• + a1mY¤ + bulYl + ·••

+ bunY¤ + culYl + ••• + CIHIYH ¤ O

where the Yi's are functions of time, t, satisfying cer-

tain initial conditions and the aij°s, bij’s and the
cij‘s are constants.

The system in (5,1) can be written more compactly as

follows:
n n n

(5•2) ZaiJYj(t) + bijYj(‘b) + cijYj(t) e O
gel gel gel

L _„ ___
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and

zé(¤>
Y(17) *

•·

x„(t>
than (L1) can bs written an the single matric equatzion

(L5) Ai°(t) + B10:) + CY(t) -• 0.

Lettzizxg I.•[iI(1:Ü raprasent the Laplaoo transfom of Y(t),

we obtain

L[r,_<¤§ y1<p>

·· Ö ·· y(p>
L[Y„(¤äI 7¤(P)

Upon taking the Lnplaca tranarorm of Equation (L5), we

obtain
(Ap' + Bp + ¤)y(p) ·· (Ap + B)Y<¤) + AYCO)



where Y(O) and YCO) are the values of Y(t) and l(t) at

t ¤ O, respectively•

Therefore,y(p)

¤ (Ap' + Bp +
C)”l {kAp + B)Y(O) + AÜ(Oä].

From matrix theory we know that

_1 (A p' + B p + C Y(Ap' + Bp + G) • ——lJ——————Lj—————ll—
{Ap' + Bp + c\

1 ’ . Awhere (Aijp + Bidp + C13) represents the adgoint of the

matrix (Ap' + Bp + 0). Letting

(Ap + B)Y(O) + Aé(O) • Clp + C2,

where Cl and O2 are matrieee, we may write

F (A p' + B p + C
)’

(C p + C )1 2 •
|Ap' + Bp + ol

We note that the denominator is a determinant of order n,

which when expanded yields a polynomial of degree 2n• By

taking the inverse Laplace transform ot both sides, we

obtain the solution of Y(t) in the form
( 2n

p tZ de *
:l.¤l
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where the di's are constants and the pi°s are the zeros
y of the polynomial obtained by expanding the determinant

|Ap' + Bp + CI.

Location of the zeros of this polynomial in the complex
p plane determines whether the original system of equa-
tions is stable or unstable.

Definition: A solution is stable 1f and only 1f the
tläm.·Yi(t), (1 ¤ l,2,•••,n) exists and is zero.

If all the roots lie in the left half plane, then
they all have negative real parts. Hence we see that the
modulus of Yi(t) w1ll be a decaying time function, and
thus the system is stable. If one or more roots of the
polynomial lie in the right half plane, then these roots
will have positive real parts. Thus the modulus of Yi(t)
will be an increasing time function and thus unstable. A
root on the imaginary axis represents a borderline case
between stability and instability. Unless the root is
simple, instability results. Consider the· case that p

- 16
is a double root of Yi(t), then Yi(t) will have a factor
of the form loéßt + Aleéßt
whose absolute value increases with time denoting instabil-
ity.

sa1__111______________________..__.......................................n
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An interesting method of determining the number ef

zeros with positive and negative real parts was developed
by Wall by the use of continued fraction expansions, ‘Wal1

developed the theory in the case of a polynomial with real
coefficients, and this theory was extended to the case of

a polynomial with complex coefficients by Frank•
We now present the two main theorems from the papers

of Frank and Wall, Theorem 5•1 cf this paper is due to

Frank and gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of a continued fraction expansion, Theo-

rem 5,2 is due to Wall and gives a method for determining
the number of zeros in each half plane if the continued
fraction expansion exists• Included after Theorem 5,1 is
a discussion on Cauchy°s indices and three lemmas which

are needed in the development of Theorem 5•2•

THEOREM 5,1 Let

fo(s) ¤ aoozu + aolz¤°l + ••• + aon
end

f1(z) ¤ allzu°l + a12s¤”2 + ••• + ala
be two polynomials of degree n, and n·l, respectively, with

complex coefficients, Then the quotient

fiiilf°(z)



can be expressed in the form

f1(z) B 1
f°(z) clz + Bl + ————l———

c2z + 82 +<6;5> °„
•+

+ an
where the ci*s are constant, ei f O if and only if DP ß O,

p • O,l,2,··•,n where D° ¤-ago and D1,D2,•••,D¤ are the
first n principal minors of odd order (blocked off by

0 lines) in the array:

**11, ***12 **1; °‘1¢+ °°l5°‘160

all al.2 °‘1;
°°1¢:

°‘15

O aoo aol °o2 ao} aoß °°°
0 0 °°11 °°l2 °°15 °‘14 "‘

O O aoo aol 002 ao} °°°

where o:.°p=o¤1p¤0if p>n•
Before proving the theorem, consider the following

~

discussion• The problem of finding a continued fraction
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expansion is equivalent to finding fp(z) of degree n - p, L
p • 2,5,·••,n-1 which is connected with fo and fl by the
recurrence relations

fp_l • (eps + sp)fp + fp+1
(5.6)

**„+1*°· ‘*„"%„"°

where the cp's { O and ann is a particular constant deter-

mined by the coefficients of fa and fl. The expansion
exists if and only if the euclidean algorithm for the
highest common factor of two polynomials when applied to
f° and fl gives a system of type (5•6)•

Examining the long division process in the algorithm,
we see that the numbers which contribute to the final re-
sult are only those contained in Table 1• We see from

Table 1 that the continued fraction expansion exists if

and only if a°o,all,a22,•••,a¤¤ are different from 0.
When it exists, we have

°‘.r=1„r.;L— imcp •
a , sp ¤ a p ·

l,2,•·•,n„
PP PP

Now the proof follows:

Proof: Suppose first that the expansion (5•5)exists,
so that the numbers app, (p ¤ O,l,2,·••,n) defined by the

table are not zero. Consider the determinant DP of order
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2p-l, 2£pén, If we subtract aoo/all times the (2k-l)th
row from the 2kth row Ck ¤ l,2,•••,p-1), we find that

nll “l2 “l5 °°‘
all G12 a15 "‘

Dp ' all O nll H12 ‘°°

°
all al2 "‘

O Q •••

where the new determinant is of order 2p-2, Upcn sub-

tracting H11/dll times the 2kth row from the (2k-l)th

row for k ¤ l,2,•~•,p-l and making use of our table, we

obtain

where Dik) denotes the determinant Dr with both the sub-
scripts of all its elements increased by k, From (5,8)

we then find

„ _ P(P—1)/2 ¤ ¤ ,__ •

P 8 2’5,••O,¤_•

Since ap? ß O, p ¤ O,l,2,•••,n it follows from (5,9) that

DP ß OO
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Conversey suppose that DP A O, then aoe A 0,

all A O since by definition Do ¤ aoo, D1 · all. Sincert all A 0, then (5.9) holds for·p ¤ 2, so that D2 ¤ —a1la22A0
or a22 A O. (Note (5.9) was derived from nll/all, that
is, since all A‘O, nll exists and thus a22 exists). This
guarantees that (5.9) holds for p ¤ 5 so that

a •

Continuing this argument, we finally arrive at ah¤A 0,

and thus the theorem is proved.

CAUCHY INDICES. Let

(5.10) f(z) ¤ zu + alzn°1 + ·•• + a¤_1z + an

be a polynomial with real coefficients having no zeros on

the imaginary axis. Multiplying f(z) by in and substitu—

ting ~iz for z, we obtain

(5.11) i¤f(—iz) • U(z) + iV(z)

where

(5.12)

U(z)and

(5.15) V(z) ¤ alz¤”1
·

a5z¤°5 + a5zH°5 — ·•• .



I

This transtormation rotates the plane by 1:/2 radians.

Let us set i¤t(-iz) ·= P(z) for convenience, then on the

x axis

(5.14) arg P(x) =- arc tan ·:(x), ·:(x) =· %-5%;-.

Let x1,x2,·••,xk denote the distinct zeros ot U(x) and
let them be auch that

xl(x2 ( ••• < xk.

Since f(z) has no zeros on the imaginary axis, by hypothe-

sis P(z) will have no zeros on the real axis. Therefore,
no zero of U(x) will be a zero of V(x). From the graph

ot the arc tan ·c(x) we may inter that the change AiargP(x)

as z varies trom xi to xi+1 will according to Equation
(5.14) have the value

Aiarg P(z) ·· -1: it ·r(xi + 6) > O and ·r(xi+1 - 6) < 0

Aiarg P(z) ¤ +1: if 1:(xi + 6) ( 0 and ·c(xi+1 -· 6)) O

Aiarg P(z) ¤ O it ·c(xi + 6)·r(xi+l - 6) > O

where 6 > O and arbitrarily small. _ ‘

i ¤ l,2,""k"l

(5.15)Aiarg P(z) == gtsg ·c(xi+l - 6) —· sg 1(xi + 6)].



We must also consider the changes Aoarg P(z) and
Akarg P(s) as z ¤ x varies from -· ·=¤ to xl and from

xk to + so , respectively. Since U(x) is of degree higher
than V(x), ·r(x) ——->- O as x ····>·· .".Z·¤ • Since xl and xk

are the smallest and largest zercs of ':(x), the change
in argument of I-‘(x), as z =· x varies from —· •¤to X1 or
from xk to ·•· eo , will be 'l'- 1:/2; the sign being determined
by the following relations:

(5.16a) Aoarg P(z) ¤ 1:/2 sg ·c(xl ··· 6)

(5•l6b) Akarg P(z) = -1:/2 sg *:(xk + 6),

Gombining Equations (3.15), (5,16a) and (5,16b), we may
compute the change ALarg P(x) as x varies from ·-· ·=¤ to

)

+ ¤¢¤• This change is

k-].
ALarg P(x) =¤§ [sg ·r(xi+l ·· 6) ·- sg ·c(xi + eg f

ivl

+ sg •r(x1
-· 6)- sg '*'(Xk + 8)} ,

that is,

k sg ·:(x -— 6)- sg ·:(xi + 6)
ALarg P(z) ¤ 1: E .

iv].

The quantity inside the brackets is defined to be the



Cauchy index of 1'Cx) at the point x ¤ xi. It mayhavethe

values of -1, O, or +1 according as r(xi — 6)·( O

and 1(xi + 6)Q> O, or r(xi - 6)t(x1 + 6) > O or
1(xi - 6) ) O and r(xi + 6) < O.

LEMMA 5.1 Let f(z) be a polynomial of degree n with

real coefficients, such that f(z) has no zeros on the im-

aginary axis. If A„Q represents the change in polar angle

of f(z) as the complex variable z goes from +i¤¤ to -i¤¤ „

then

—

u PR PL

where PB and PL represent the number of zeros of f(z) to

the right and to the left cf the imaginary axie, respec-

tively.

Proof: Expressing f(z) in polar form, we obtain

f(z) ¤ reia, r·> O.

Let us assume f(z) has only one zero located at Z1

in the right half plane. We can then write:

f(z) ¤ (z - zl) ¤ reis.
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5(2 " Zn) \-........ ..

ZI

FiS• 1

Taking a point z on the imaginary axis f(z) can be re-

garded ae the vector from zl to z. Referring to Fig• 1,

we see that as z ranges from +:\.<=¢> to -i·>0 , the net in-

crease in 6 is A 6 • +1:, thus A6/u
·

+1, If z were in
I the left hand plane, A6 ¤ ·-u and A6/1: ¤ -1.

If f(z) has zeros of multiplicity q1,q2,·••,qk ,

we can write it as followe:
Q Q Q

1 f(z) = (Z · Z1) 1(¤ · zg) 2•••(¤ - ak) k

where ql + q2 + ••• + qk • 11•



I

Expreaaing each factor in polar form, we obtain

Q1 Q2 Q; Q1; i(Q1Q1 +Q2°2f(z)• rl r2 rö •••
Pk e ,

Then aa z traces the path from +i<*>tc —i¤¤ , the in-
crease in 6 will be

where each A-61 will have a value of x or —u depending
upon whether the correspcnding zero ie in the right or

left hand plane• Thun we can repreeent 456 as:

A.9 ¤ u(PR • PL)

where PR and PL are defined in the hypotheais• Thua

Z56

LEMHA 5,2 Let

P(z) -
zu + alzu°l + ••· + an

where P(z) ia a polynomial having real coefficients, and

let I

Q(z)h__n_„r__n



-21+-bethe polynomial obtained from P(2) by dropping out the
first, third, fifth, •·•, terms. If the quetient Q(z)/P(2)

has a continued fraction expansion of the form

Z clz + 1 + Ei; +

° 1+ cnz

where cp A O, (p = 1,2,•··,n) then Q(2)/P(2) is irre-
d.uCib1€•

Proof: Let

b ...1. b ,,...1....o c ‘ p c c1 p p+1

so that the continued fractien expansion is of the form:

P 2 b «es "
o bgZ + z +_

z

The advantage to this is that the coefficients of the high-
est powers of 2 in the succeesive denominators listed are



equal to unity.

Pl(z) = z + bo

P5(z) ¤ z° + boz° + z(bl + b2) + b°b2

Pnßz) === P(z)

The corresponding numerators are:

bo

= bog' + bßbg

QIICZ) · Q(z) •

The fractione Q1/P1, Q2/P2, Q3/P5, etc., are called the
convergents of the continued fraction. By the properties
of convergents we know:

— Qm_1(z)Pm(z) ¤ (—1)m'lbdbl ·•· bm_l

If we put m ¤ n in this formula, we see that QCZ) and
P(z) cannot vanish for the same z. Therefore, we
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conclude that QCz)/PC2) is irreducible. “ i

LEMMA 5.5 If PC2) and QCz) are the polynomials de~

fined in Lemma 5.2 and if Q(z)/PC2) is irredueible, then

PC2) has no zeros on the imaginary axis.

Proof: Since QCz) is the polynomial obtained from

PC2) by dropping out the first, third, fifth, •••, terms,

we can write

£.{z)...:..£L:.·.z).Q(Z) ° 2
or

1 Qam - P—¤—--~¢—-Plz2 P
depending upon whether the degree of PC2) is odd or even,

respectively. Thus if z ¤ iy is a zero of PC2), it will
—

also be a zero of PC·z) which implies 2 = iy is a zero of

QCz), contrary to the hypothesis.

THEOREM 5.2 Consider a polynomial having real coef—

ficients

PC2) • zu + alzm’1 + a2z°’2 + ·•• + an
and let

G npl n-5 n—5 ___
QC2) als + aöz + a5z +

be the polynomial obtained from PC2) by dropping out the

first, third, fifth, •·•, terms. If the qnotient QCz)/PC2)
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has a continued fraction expansion of the form:

(5•l‘7) äézg, _ 1,Z clz + 1 + czz + O.O+

cuz

in which cp ß O, (p ¤ 1,2,•·•,n) and if m of the coe£—
ficients cp are negative, then m of the zeros of P(z)
have positive real parts and n - m have negative real
pB1°t$•

Proof: Let

(5.18) R(z) ·
zu +

a2z¤”2
+ a4zu°4 + •••

so that

(5.19) P(z) =· H(¤) + Q(¤)•
By hypothesis the continued fraction expansion of

Q(z)/P(z) exists; therefore, the continued fraction of

Q(z)/R(z) exists and is equal to

z z — Q z {P z Q z •



which when expanded yields p

(5•2l) äq _
Ez c z +1 ..1..°2Z + c z

I

O

° ..1..+ cuz •

By Lemma 5.2 we know that Q(z)/P(z) is irreducible, thus
by Lemma 5.5 P(z) has no zeros on the imaginary axis. By
Lemma 5.1 we know that the difference in the number of
zeros of P(z) in the right and left hand plane is Y

.. es |
Y

Substituting —iz for z in P(z), we rotate theplaneby
w/2 radians after which the roots which were formerly

Y
in the right half plane will now be in the upper half

plane and the roots formerly in the left half plane, in

Ithe lower half plane. We now have z ranging from —ooto

+¤>over the real axis; the previous relations still be—

ing valid.
Now multiplying by a constant, in, and substituting

·iz for z in the equation of P(z), we get

(5.25) iuP(-iz) • U(z) + IV(z)



where

and

(5,25) V(Z)

·•Wenote that U(z) and V(z) are real fer real values of
I

s. BF (5•19) we obtain the relation W

(5.26) i“P(—1z) ¤ i“R(—1z) + 1{1¤“lQ(-1z)} . I

Coneidering Equations(5.25) and (5.26), we have the
re-lation {
(5.27) ggg} _ gg-1z} _ I

U(z) iR(-iz) (

Thus the expansion for V(z)/U(z) is
{

(6.26) 1%;), ______1_____
U Z " G G ,, .1.. I

1 c2z -•,'_,
.1. I
cnz .

Let denote the real distinct zeros of U(z).

Let the Cauchy index sp, be euch that sp ¤ +1,0, or -1

according ae V(z)/U(z) increases from -0o to +c» , does

not change, or decreases from +<x·tc -o¤, reepectively,
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z increaees through xp• We then have

( 2 ) k
5* 9 Ag :2 31: P-]. P

To compute AS/¤, let the polynomials fo ¤ 1,

fl ¤ cnz, ·••, fm be defined by the recurrence formula

and define polynomials Fo ¤ O, Fl ¤ 1,··•,F¤ by the for-
mula

(5.61)
Fp+]_ ¤ cu„pZFp °°°

Fp_1$ °‘ l,2,•·•,n··-1).

On multiplyiug (5•51) by fp and (5•30) by •Fp and adding,

we get

(B•52) Fp+1fp—FpfP+l ¤ Fpfp_1—Fp_lfp

from which we conclude

(5•55) Fp+1fp—Fpfp+1 ¤ l.

Consider now the sequence
l

tFrom (5•55) it follows that two successive members of this
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sequence may not vanish simultaneously„ From (5,50) it
follows that when fp vanishes, then fp_l and fp+l have
opposite signs (l_gp$_n·-1). Hence as x increases through

a real zero of fp there is nc loss or gain in the number

of variations in signs in the sequence (5.54) since the
only possibilities are the following:

6 *6¤ 6 6 6 6 I6 6 6% 66 E 6 II
Hence as z increases through real values from —¤> to +oo ,

any change in the number of variations must be due to the

vanishing of fu. Moreover, there will be a loss or a gain

in the number of variations according as the product

f¤_1f¤ changes from negative to positive or from positive

to negative, respectively, as z passes through a zero of

fu. However, f¤_l/fu ä V(z)/U(z) and consequently A6/s
is precisely the net loss in the number of variations in

signs in the sequence (5,34) as z ranges from ·o¤ to +¤o

through real values•
For large values of z the signs of the polynomials

fO,f1,„••,£¤ are determined by the signs of their highest

power of z. When z is large and positive, the signs are

P
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those of
(6.65)

+clc2"•c¤
1

while when z is large and negative, the signs are those

of
(6.66)

1, ·-··cu, +cu__1c¤, •·cn__2Gn_l¢u,•••, (···].)¤clG2•••cu.

By hypothesis, m is the number of negative signs in the
sequence cl,c2,•••,c¤, thus there are m variations in

sign in sequence (5•55)a¤d, therefore, n — m variations
in sign in sequence (5.56).

Referring to Equations (5.22) and (5.29). we have

(5.57) PR · PL ¤ —%§·¤ m - (n—m) = -n + 2m.

We know that the

(6.6a) PR + PL ¤ I1

since P(z) is an nth degree polynomial. Therefore,
PR ¤ m and PL ¤ n — m. Since m was the number of negative
signs in the sequence, cl,c2,•·•,c¤, the theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 5.1 Let P(z) and Q(z) be defined as in
Theorem 5.2. Assume that the continued fraction expan5i¤¤
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of P(z)/Q(z) exists and is given by (5.17). Then P(z)
has all of its roots with negative real parts if and

only if all the coefficients cp are positive.

On the following page is an example illustrating

the use of Theorem 5.1. The long division process is

used to show the method by which Table 1 was obtained.
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Example 1. Let
f°(z) ¤ 2* + (2 + 1)z° + (5 + 1)z + (21 + 2)

and
£1(z) - 2z* + iz + 2.

Te find fl(z)/f°(z),
I

22* +1z+2)z’ + (2+1).2*+(3+1)z+(2i+2)(z’
+§z° + z

(2 + §)z* + (2 + 1)z + 21 + 2 (l + é-
2z* + 1; + 2
$2* +22 + 21
$“‘° "Z/4*%

22* +1z+2(%··-gä
2z* +£"'äiz

-1/512 + 2
iz

+....5...........2
9

O

1
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entries were arrived at by observing the remainders in

the previous long division process. We obtain

a°° • 1 abi · 2 + 1 a°2 • 5 + 1 a°5 ¤ 21 + 2

all ¤ 2 alz • 1 al} ¤ 2

nll · 2 + R12 • 2 + 1 nl} • 21 + 2

9 51{122 " /4 cx'25 " /2

1q22 • • /5 325 • 2

16°‘69 " /9
"s6 /2.

¤·E_1
E4 TI

Therefore, reoalling that c ¤ and s ¤ —EE,
P “ P apPP Pwe obtain

1 41 7 _ 271/4 °2°° /27 S5 /ö2•
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The continued fraction expansion is then of the form:

f (z)
p

Although not included in this thesis, Frank proves
a theorem which shows that all the zeros of f°(z) will
lie in the 1eft half plane if and only if all the cp*g
are positive and all the sp‘s are pure imaginary, except

for B1 which must be of the form 1 + bo where bo is pure
imaginary. Using this theorem, we see that the conditions

are satisfied in eur example, and thus f°(z) has all roots
with negative real parts.

We may now note that Theorem 5Q2 is a special case
cf the abeve theorem• The purpose of using Wall°s theo-

rem rather than Frank°s was to illustrate the use of
Cauchy°s indices, which was the method originally used

by Routh in arriving at his conclusions•
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IV
HURWITZ STABILITY CRITERIOK

Definition: A polynomial

f(z) • anzu + a¤zu°l + •·· + als + a° ¤ O

with real coefficients is said to be a Hnrwitz polynomial

if and only if all of the roots of f(z) have negative

real parts.
We shall now establish in a variety of forms neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for f(z) to be a Hurwitz

polynomial.

THEOREM 4.1 If f(z) is a Hnrwitz polynomial, then

all the coefficients of f(s) are positive.

Proof: Since f(s) has real coefficients, it may be

factored into linear and quadratic factors of the type

(z + b) and
(z‘

+ cz + d) where b, c, and d are real.

The linear factors yield the real roots, and the quadratic

factors yield the complex. Since f(z) is Hurwitz, all

its roots have negative real parts. Therefore, the con-

stants, b, c, and d, must be positive. The product of

any number of linear and quadratic factors containing

only positive coefficients always yields a polynomial
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_ with positive coefficients, which is the desired re-
Bulte

As a eorollary to this theorem, we may note the
following:

COROLLARY 4,1 If a polynomial has one or more, but
not all, negative coefficients, then at least one root
will lie in the right half plane, (

THEOREM 4,2 If f(z) is a Hnrwitz polynomial, then
for the complex variable, z, the following relations hold:

\f(z)\:>| f(-z)| for Re(z) > 0
(4,1) |f(z)| ·| f(—z)I for Re(z) · O

|f(z)|·< |f(·z)I for Re(z) < O .

Proof: Let f(z) be written in its factored form:

f(Z) ·· e¤(Z ·· ¤¤1)(Z ·· ¤¤2) (Z ··· an),

and consider the linear factor z — ak, where gk is real,
If z • x + iy, then we have

|z — ak|' · (x — ak)‘
+ y',

Hence, since by hypothesis ak<=0, we obtain

gz — ak|:> |—z
- akl for x ¤ Re(z) > O

(4,2) |z · ak! ¤ l-z ~ akl for x ¤ He(z) ¤ 0
\z — akI·< I-z - ak! for x ¤ Re(z) < O ,



Since complex zeros occur in conjugate paire, let us con-
sider 2 · ar and 2 — as where ar and ds are auch that

ar- vr + iör, as · vr ·- 161,, Y1, < O, öl, > O.

Then

[2-¤¤I,|' ·· (X··YI.)' + (xr-·öI,)‘
I2 — a8l‘ • (x -

yr)‘
+ (y + ör)'

and

|—2 — ar[‘ • (x +
yr)‘

+ (y +
ör)‘

[·2 — asl‘ • (x + yr)' + (y ·
6r)‘.

However,

(x — Yr)' > (x + Yr)° if x >·O

(x — yr)‘
· (x + yr)' it x = O

(X -· vI.)' < (X + •rI,)' if X <¤•
Conaequently,

[(2 - ar)(z · as] > [(-2 · ar)(·2 — ds)! for Re(z) > 0

[(2 - ar)(2 - aS)[ • [(•2 — ar)(—z — aS)[ for Re(2) - 0
[(„ .. .. „8)[ < [(..z .„ for ne(z) < o.
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The inequalities (4.1) now follow easily from (4.2) and

the previous inequalities.
An immediate result of the previous theorem is:

COROLLARY 4.2 If <p(z) = f(z)/f(-z), where f(z) is a
Hurwitz polynomial, then

I<p(z)I > 1 for Re(z)> O
Iw(z)I ¤ 1 for Re(z) ¤ O
Iq>(z)I < l for Re(z) < O .

qjygpiggygjgg LH; If 1-(Z) „ §.(.Z.Li....l , ’
w(z) — 1 f(z) — f(~z)

where f(z) is a Hurwitz polynomial, then

Reh) > o re: I ep(z)I > 1
Re(·r) ¤ O for I <p(z)I • 1
Re(·r) < O for I @(2] < 1 .

It can be shown that this transformation is a Möbius

transformation mapping the interior of the unit circle

in the <p plane upon the left half of the t plane.

From Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.5 we may formulate

the following:

coaormmr 4.; If where :(z) is
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a Hurwitz polynomial, then

ReC1:) > O for ReC2) > O
ae(·:) - 0 for ae(z) - 0
ReC•c) < O for ReCz) < O .

coa01„LA12Y 4.4 If then
0 tor ReC2) > 0

- 0 rer 12e(z) • 0
0 for ReC2) < O .

If the polynomial fC2) is written in the form:

fCz) • RC2) + RC2)

where HC2) and RC2) represent the even and odd powers
of 2, respectively, then ·c(z) can be written as:

2 + f -2

THEOREM 4.4 If ‘t(2) is the quotient of the even and

odd parts of a Hurwitz polynomial, then
1. 'cC2) has poles on the imaginary

axis only and
2. these poles are simple and have

real positive residues.
'

t
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Proof: Assume that the rational function r(z) ¤ §¥§%
has a pole of order s at some point z -

zk„ The Laurent
series expansion of r(z) in a neighborhood of sk is of

the form
'b__ b__

'¢(z) + ••• + +bO + bl(z •• + ••• ,

Therefore, r(z) can be written as:

b-· b-1 8-1r(z) ¤ t1(z) l zk) zk) + •·•

where
b-

(Z " zk)

For z in a sufficiently small 6 neighborhood of zk, we
can write:

(4.5) t(z) • r1(z) {l + u(6)}

where u -—+·O as 6 ——+·O. In the function tl(z) let

(4.4) b_S · dei?
and

(Z " Zk) "
Peia

thus
I(‘+•6) ’¤l(¤)

- ···g eu? Ba) n
P 1

1
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and
(4.7) Rei tl(z)} •

ää cos(sa · B).

Allowing a to vary from 0 to 2x as z traverses a circle
of radius p, p·< 6, then Re(t1(z)) changes sign 2s times.
By relation (4.5) we see that Re(t(z)) must change sign

2s times also. From Corollary 4.5 we must conclude that
t(z) has no poles in either the right or left hand plane

since the Re(r(z)) can only change sign when Re(z) does.
Thus 1(z) has poles on the imaginary axis only.

By Corollary 4.5 we also know that Re(t(z)) changes

sign 2 times as z traversés a closed contour about a pole
sk, of t(z). Thus by relation 4.5, 11(z) must also have
this property. Por this to be true, we must have s · 1
in Equation (4.7). We must also have B ¤ 0 since there

cannot be any lag angle. Thus Equation (4.7) becomes

(4.8) - Re{ t1(z)} · %~cos a .

According to Equation (4.5), Re(z) > 0 corresponds to

-1:/2 < o.< 1:/2 and He(2.) < O corresponds to 1:/2 < on < 51:/2,

whereas for Re(z) = O, a • i g. Thus s
·

1 implies the

poles are simple and B · O implies that they have positive
real residues, and thus the theorem is proved.

By Gorollary 4.4 we know that l/t(z) has the same
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properties as t(z). Therefore, l/t(z) must also have

simple poles on the imaginary axis and positive real

residues; and therefore, both the even and odd parts

of f(z) must be polynomials whose zeros are simple

and lie on the imaginary axis. Also since poles of

t(z) and l/t(z) which lie at z · O or at z •oo must

also be simple, it follows that the highest powers of

K(z) and H(z), as well as their lowest powers, may not

differ by more than one. They obviously differ by at

least one since H(z) and N(z) are even and odd, re-

spectively.

LEMHA 4.1 If t(z) is the ratio of the even and

odd parts of a Hurwitz polynomial, then along the ins

aginary axis, t(z)/i is a non—decreasing function,

Proof: Let t(z) be expressed in the form:

t(z) • U(x•7) + iV(x•7).

The results of Corollary 4,5 yield the condition

Since t(z) is analytic, except at a finite number of

points in the plane, it must satisfy the Cauchy Reimann

equatiens everywhere except at these points. Thus
¤H·ä!_
ax BY
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Therefore,

g; ;,0 for x ¤ 0,

except at the poles of the function where the derivative

fails to exist.
Referring to Corollary 4.5, we know that

U(x,y)
- 0 for x • 0.

Therefore,

a:£.(.z;).,..¢...(...1l1V¤¤öy BF

or

ääéäl z 0 for x ¤ 0.

The last condition shows that along the imaginary axis,

where t(z) has pure imaginary values only, t(z)/i is a
non·decreasing function.

THEOREM 4.5 If t(z) is the ratio of the even and

odd parts of a Hurwitz polynomial, then the zeros and
‘ poles of t(z) alternate.

Before proving the theorem, consider:

r(z) _ gg?}
1 1H z °
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As z goes from -100 to +100 along the imaginary axis,
‘t(z)/i will change sign at every zero and pole since
the poles and zeros of ·:(z) are simple. As 2 ·--9-1<><‘,

t(z) has either a pole or a zero. If it has a pole
there, then (‘r(z)/1) —-} -00as z -9 -·i¤<*, and if it
has a zero as z ——-P-100, then ('z(z)/1) -—-> O. For con-
venience let us assume that (‘r(z)/1) as z —-·> -i°°.
This is the case when the degree of the original poly-

nomial f(z) is odd. We note that if f(z) is of degree

n and n is odd, then there will be n poles of ·c(z) and

n+1 zeros of ·:(z) since t(z) ·——·+ Ö as z ·-—-> 1:00.
Proof: Let pl, p2, •••, pn and zl, Z2, •••,

zm_1
be the poles and zeros, respectively, of ‘r(z), and let

them be ordered such that

•-ipl <
•j_p2 < ••• < .-j_p¤

and
i

-121 < -122 < •·•< -1211+1,

For -is1<y<-izl + 6, 6 > Ö, $-%-21 =·= > O. Since
1'(iy)/1 is non-decreasing, 1H(iy) must approach zero. As

iy passes through pl, ·r(iy)/1 becomes negative. Thus

H(iy) must approach zero until iy passes through 22, at

which time (*:(1y)/1)> 0. The process of z ¤ iy passing
alternately through the zeros and poles of '¢(z) continues



along the imaginary axis, and thus the theorem is proved•

If the degree of f(z) is even, then (‘r(z)/1) -—-·->·-oc
as z --> ·-1 <><*, and the same reasening as described above

shows the alternation of the zeros and poles in this case•

If we write !•l(z) and N(z) in their factored forms,

·r(z) becomes

( ) ag(z‘ ·· z';)(¤° -· Z3) •·· (Z° · Z5-;)
T Z •

·· za) ••• (z'·-in
which it is assumed f(z) is of even degree 2n• The

alternation of zeros and peles along the imaginary axis

is expressed by the condition:

°< zäh-2 '< 'Z211-l V <°°°

which is known as the separation property of the zeros

and poles of 'c(z)„
By the thecry of the complex variable, we know that

we can express the residue of 1'(z) at one of its poles

sp by
bp •

Z llmzp §z -
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{
which can be written as:

2 ' ·
¢

·

•••

·

0
·

e
·

•••
‘ _ ‘ •

a¤_l s p(sp sz) (sp sp_2)(sP zP+2) (sp s2¤_2)

Assuming that an/ah_1 is positive, it may be seen from

the above result that the separation property assures

the positiveness of the residues of t(s) at all of its

poles. The residue of r(s) as s ——é>co;is seen to be

an/an_l, whereas the residue at s ¤ O has the value of i

lim {sr(s)}s—»·0

which is positive since all the quantities -s3 are posi-

tive.
Before presenting the theorem Hurwits formulated,

consider the following: Let

(4.9) f(s) ¤ anzu + ••• + als + ao

be a polynomial with real coefficients. Set

(4.10) + u(ala4 - a°a5)s’ + •••

where u is a real constant. The last term of the ex-

pansion is aoa¤zn°l if the degree of f(z) is odd and

uala¤su°1 if the degree of f(z) is even.
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is easily verified by algebraic manipulations

that:
2¤(2) ••

·· ät) + 813-Ü $(2) ·- ·· ä) —· alu;] $(-2)

or

(4.11) zo(z) = A(z)f(z) • B(z)f(-z)

where

B QA(z) a°(l Z) + alu

8 ¢BCZ) ¤°(1 z) alu.

Suppose that a°>0, al) O4 v·>O and let z be a complex
number not equal to zero such that

R¢(‘|J•/Z) <· le

Then it is easily seen that

(*+.15) |A(z) I > lB(z) 1 .

Although the rocts of o(z) ¤ O vary with p., they will be

bounded away from zero if li {is bounded since aO> O and

a1>0. Thus if zp is a root of
·cx(z)

¤ O, then IL/zp will

be bounded above. Therefore, we can find v.>»O such that

for all roots zp of o(z) ¤· O

Re(u/zp) 1.
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LEMMA 4.2 If Re(n/sp) < 1, for all zp, where sp
is a zero of o(z), then ¤(z) is Hurwitz if and only if
f(z) is Huritz.

Proof: Let f(z) be Hnrwitz and assume there exists
a zero, u, of 0(z) such that

Re(n) a O.

From Eqnation (4.11) we obtain

A(n)f(n) - B(n)f(-:1)
and from relation (4.15) we have

IAO:) I > I BU:) I
since

Reh:/ve) < l •

Gonseqnently,

I£(n>I ··I ä-&g·IIt(··n>I < If<-·n>I

which contradicts Theorem 4.2.

Conversely assume that ¤(z) is Hurwitz and that

a° > O, al > O. Before proving this part of the lemma,
consider the identity:

zo(z) ¤ A(z)f(z) - B(z)f(·-z).
I
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Replacing z by ·z, we obtain

z¤(-Z) · B(—z)f(z) · A(-z)f(·z)•

Solving for f(z), weobtainHowever,

A(z)A(·z) — B(z)B(—z) • 4aoalp

and so

(4.14) 4aoa1nf(z) ¤ zA(—z)c(z) — zB(z)o(·z).

The proof of sufficiency now fo1lows•

Proof: Suppose that n { O ia a zero of f(z) auch

that Re(n) 2-O, It then follows from (4.14) that

(4.15) A(—n)¤(¤) ·
B(¤)¤(—n)•

Setting n ¤ E—%—Tg·, we have

A(·n) • a°(l + cp + ibu) + alu

B0:) -· ¤o(l — cu ·- ibu) ·· alu —·



‘

and

|A(·n)|' ¤ {a°(l + cu) + alu}' + a;b°n'
|B(n)!' • {ao(l ~ cp) · alp}' +

a;b°n‘ .

Thus

I I IIA(—n)I - \B(n)\ · 4uaoc + 4a°alp > O

since O and u,a°,al > O. Therefore,

|A(··n)1' >IB(¤)I' •

Then from (4,15)

which is impossible since Re(¤) 2 O.

The theorem of Hhrwitz is now demonstrated. The

proof given here is due to I. Schur.

THEOREM 4.5 Let

f(s) ¤ ausg + ·•• + als + ao ¤ 0

be a polynomial with real ccefficients. Then f(s) is a
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Hurwitz polynomial if and only if the n determinants, I

al ao O
D1 Ü a1Q Ü Ü Q "‘

a5 a2; a5 a4 a5

al 80 ••• O

Da • ,

a2n·-1 a2n··2 an

(where all ooefficients ar having r > n or r·< O are re-

placed by 0) are positive, provided, as can legitimately

be assumed, aa > O•

Proof: (a) Di > O, (i ¤ l,2,•••,n) implies that
£(z) is Hurwitz• We shall proceed by induction• In case

n • 2, the conditions are:

al ae
ao > O, al > 0, 0 a ~ alag > O

2

or ac > O, al > O, a2 > 0. Thus it is evident that

a2z‘ + als + a° = O ,

has roots with negative real parts•



Now let us assume that Di¤> O, (1 ¤ l,2,5,•••h—l)

impliee that f(z) cf degree u—l 16 Hurw1tz• We shall

show that Di > 0, (1
-

l,2,•„•,n) implies that f(z) of

degree u 1s Hhrwitz thus ccmpleting the 1¤duct1cu„

Correspohdimg tc the determiuants D1,D2,•••, for

£(z), we have fcr the equatiou ¤(z) — O, c(z) as de—

fined by Equatiou (4.10), the determiuauts

Bl B2

aoal 0
B5 • p(ala4 ~ a°a5) aoaß u(ala2 · aoaö) , • •

· .

p(ala6 — a°a7) a°a5 p(a1a4 • aeas)

Now

alaz — aaa} al

al O O
•-1¤ paeal a5 alag — aoaö al

a5 alaa — a0a5 aß
äl ao O“ nac aö a2 al
a5
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or I

B2Similarly,we obtain the following relationshipsz

k k-1 k-1B21:-l " "
ae B1 D21:

k k k-lB21: " "
aoal D2k+l.

We see that every determinant Bk differs from Dk+l
by a factor which is greater than zero. By hypothesis
a°‘> O, and

D1>O, D2>O, •••, Du) O;

therefore,
O} O} ·•·I O'

Hence assuming that the criterion holds for equation of
degree n·l, ¤(z) ¤ 0 will have all of its roots with nega-
tive real parts. Thus Lemma 4.2 f(z) ¤ 0 will also have
all its roots with negative real parts, that is, f(z) is
HurWitZ•

Proof:(b) f(z) Hurwitz implies that DiI>O,
(1 • l,2,··•,n). Again we shall proceed by induction,



If f(z) is of degree 2, then

£(z) • ac + als + a2z°,

Hence by Theorem 4,1 ag, al, and a2 are positive, There~
tore,

O Ial ao,
D ¤8. > D ¤ ¤8.a >Ol 1 ° 2 1 2 °O a2

How let us assume that f(z) Hurwitz and of degree n-l
implies that Dl,D2,·•·,Dn_l are positive, We must now
show that f(z) Hurwitz of degree n implies that Di > O,
1 ¤ l,•••,n, Since f(z) is Hhrwitz, it has all its zeros
with negative real parts, This implies by Lemma 4,2 that
¤(z) also has all its zeros with negative real parts,
Therefore, it is necessary since ¤(z) is Hurwitz and ot
degree n—l that

Thus D2,D5,·••,D¤ are consequently >·O, Therefore,

D1 > O, O, •‘•, O

if all the reots ot £(z) ¤ O have negative real parts
as was to be shown,
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Following is an example illustrating Theorem 4.5.
Example: Let the characteristic equation ot a

system be given by

f(2) ¤ 524 + 525 + 1122 + 72 + 9.

To determine whether the system is stable, form

the following determinants:

D 9 D
7 9

52l 2 5 ll
7 9 0 O

O 5 5 llD3• 5117 •15 D4- ¤59•
{ OG 0},aaO 5 5*

We see that D1 > O, D2 > O, D5 > 0, and D4 > O and, there-
fore, by Theorem 4.5 we see that f(2) is Hurwitz.

It is easy to see from our previous example that

D4 • 5D;. In general Du ¤ a¤D¤_l where an is the coef-
ficient ot the highest power of 2. Therefore, in practice
it is not necessary to eompute Du, but instead we need
only consider the sequence, D1, D2, •·•, D¤_1, an.
If this sequence consists of only positive terms, then the

corresponding polynomial is Hnrwitz.
5
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V
HYQUIST STABILITY CRITERION

The derivation of the Nyquist criterion is based upon

a theorem due to Cauchy called the "Principle of the Argu-

mentJ' Following are the definitions and theorems which

are needed in connection with this princip1e• The proofs

may be found in almost any book on the theory of the com-

plex variable•

THEORE 5.1 Suppose that f(z) is holomorphic inside

and on a "sorod‘ (simple closed rectifiable oriented

curve) C, except for a finite number of isolated singular-

ities, none of which lie on C• Then

Jff(z)dt • 2niB(fi;Ci)
C

where S(fi;Ci) is the sum of the residues of f(z) in the

interior of C•

Definition: A function f(z) is said to be meromor-

phic if it is the quotient of two entire functions•

Definition: The function f(z) has a zero of order

(multiplioity) n at z ¤ a, if f(z) is holomorphic in some
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neighborhood of a and if there is a function g(z) also

holomorphie at a, such that g(a) ß 0 and

f(z) - (Z ·- e)“e(z).

THEOREM 5.2 Let C be a 'scroc" and let f(z) be a

function which is meromorphic in the union of C and its

interior, but which has neither zeros nor pcles on C.

Then

IäLZe.fL‘(ÄZ dz * de ··d":
C

where Zf, is the number of zeros of f(z) in the intericr

C, and Pf is the number of pcles of f(z) there, zercs and

poles being counted with their proper multiplicities.

THEOREM 5.5 (The Principle of the Argument) Let C

be a "scroc" and let f(z) be meromorphic in the union of

C and its interior but having neither zeros nor poles on

C. When z describes C, the argument of f(z) increases by

a multiple of 2w, namely,

where Zf and Pf have the meaning stated above.
With this result we can now discuss the stability of

a system. We know that a system is unstable if the char-

acteristic function of the system contains any zercs in
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the right half plane• By examining the characteristic
function of a system, we can clearly see that

f(z) -
zu + alzu°l + ••• + a¤_lZ + an

has no poles. Consider the closed curve consisting of
the straight line joining the points -iM, and +iM, H real
and positive, and the semicircle having the origin as

center and passing through the points, -1M, H, and +iM•

For our path of integration we take the contour described

above as M„——•w»• This contour is shown pictorially in

Fig. (2)• It is referred to es a Bromwich curve•
If we map the Bromwich curve under f, where we let

f(s) ¤ reia , then the resulting change in the polar

angle 0 will be, due to the previous results, equal to
2x times the number of zeros enclosed in this contour,
or equivalently the number of zeros with positive real

parts.
The characteristic equation f(z) ¤ 0 is represented

by the origin in the f plane. Thus if the point (0,0)

in the f plane is enclosed by the image of 0 under f, we
conclude that a zero with positive real parts lies in G•
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Thus we may state the conditions for stability as fol-

lowsz

THEOREM 5.4 Let

I(Z) ¤ Zn an

be the characteristic function of a system. Then the

system will be stable if and only if the image of the

curve in Fig. (2) under f does not enclose the origin.

This is essentially the statement of the Hyquist

criterion. In nsst engineering books and even in

Hyquist°s original paper, we find that the point (-1,0)

instead of (0,0) must lie outside the ourve for stabil-

ity. This is because in the analysis of feedback sys-

tems the equation of interest is usually of the form:

P (z)
f ¤¤ 1h

(z)wherePl(z) and Pé(z) are pclynomials in z. This may

easily be seen by considering a feedback system given

diagramatically by

. Pe(z’) e
Ei(input) G(z) • gärzy E°(output)

feedback .



G(z) is called the transfer function, and Pl(z) and
P2(z) are polynomials. For this system tc be stable

the over—all transfer function To, which is defined to be

E G(¤) 1
To · ff · 1"*"‘c‘>+G „

must have no poles in the right half plane. By substi·

tuting the value of G(z) we see that

P (z)
Te " P1(z) + Pzlz) "" P (2.) °

1Thusthe equation of interest is ne longer a polynomial

but ene ef the ferm

Pg(¤)
f(z) • 1 + Firgy .

Let
P (z) „

then f(z) • 0 when f1(z) ¤ —l; and hence we need only
censider the image of the curve in Fig. (2) under fl and

see the number of times it encircles the point (—l,O).
Let us consider the feedback system just discussed
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where the transfer function G is defined tc be

1 P (z)G(z)k

being a parameter. The over-all transfer function is

thus given by

(5;;) To+ kfärgy

g Define the symbol

Ä) . P (z)<s•2> car) — 2 •

Then the denominator of Equation (5•1) tan be written as

(5.;) 1 + k(ar).

Üe may obtain the map of the ourve in Fig• (2) under the
function defined in Equation (5•}) by conäidering the

1 P zimage of-the curve under the function kgizgy and then "
translating the origin to (-1,0). Each new value of k

requires a new plot of function This results in

,w_ a family of similar curves, some of which enclose the y
point (-1,0) and some which do not, describing instabil-

ity or stability, respective1y•
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F
Function (5.5) may be written in the form y

é·+ (RF).

In this form the curve in Fig. (2) is mapped under the
function (RF) with unity as the coefficient. The points

corresponding to 1/k are plotted on the negative real

axis. Nyquist°s criterion now refers to the point
(·l/k,0) rather than (·l.0), thns reducing the task to
one map of the curve in Fig. (2) under (RF) rather than
several for different values of k.

The Nyquist stability criterion was originally de-
rived for a system similar to the one in the previous
example, This type of system is known as a single loop
feedback system. In case the system contains several

feedback loops, it is necessary to calculate the over—all
transfer function for each loop and to record the alge-

braic number of counter clockwise encirclements of the

critical points.< Stability of the over—all system is

subsequently decided by the sum of these encirclements.
(

Following is an example which uses the Nyquist cri·
terion to examine an equation found in closed cycle conp

trolsystems.‘

T
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äzggist Qgitegiog Fog Qlosed Qyclg Qogtggl Systems

Closed cycle control systems exhibit a time lag

between the input and output signals, This is partly

due to inertial and damping forces present in the system

and partly in the inherent delay in transmission of the

control system,

Assume the feedback to be proportional to the lst

derivative of the displacement and to be delayed by a

constant time 1, Assume also linearity of the system

and viscous damping,

Let:
I t ¤ independent variable, time

1 ¤ constant time lag
9 ¤ dependent variable

I,R,K ¤ constant parameters of system

S ¤ mgnification of feedback signal,

The differential equation of the freely oscillating,

output system of a closed cycle control device with vis-

cous damping is given by

(6.4+) 1ö(1:) + Reh;) + Ken:) - o

where I, R, K are real and positive,

Introducing a feedback term proportional to Ö(t · 1),



we obtain [

(5.5) IÖ(t) + Ré(t) + K9(t) • ·-Sé(t — 1).

Let F(p) ···.;({0(t)} where QS ¤ Leplace transform, Tak···
ing the transform of Equation (56), we obtain
(56

2}:21 + pR + K + Spe°Tp)F(p) ¤ pI6(O) + Ié(O) + 126(O)

where e(o), Ö(0) are the values ot 0(t) and Ö(t) at t =· O•

xseeiag mp) • pI6(O) + :cé(o) + Rom)
Y(p) ·· p'I + PR + K.

we get

NP) „, ......L.(2)...._:... , ...............L.:........
(5•'7) KP) + SP¤ pr P 1p‘I

+ pR + K .
K.

Oonsidering '!(p) we see that it is the transform of a sys-

tem described by the differential equation (5.4), The

solution ot this equation is known to be stable since

I, R, and K are positive, Theretore, Y(p) will have no

zeros in the right half of the p plane.,
It remains to examine the solution ot

1. + ¤ o•K p‘I
+ pH + K
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In order to do this we use Theorem 5.4 which may be re·

stated es follows:

THEOREM 5.4b Let £(p) be holomorphic in a simply

connected domain D and let B be a“scroc“whose closure is
contained in D, where f(p) A 0 for p on B. Then if p

traverses B in a counter clockwise direction, f(p) will

traverse a closed curve in the f plane, and the number of

zeros of f(p) in D is equal to the number of times the

contour in the f plane encircles the origin.
For B we choose a Bromwich curve. We shall assume

that no zeros of f(p) lie on the imaginary axis. Zeros

on the imaginary axis occur only when a critical com-

bination of constants of the system occur.

Rewriting the second term of Equation (5.8), we
obtain,by setting the result equal to f(p),

(5.96) r(p> ··ap + bp + l
where
(5•9b) A¤§,a¤§,b··§·.

Considering (5.9) we see that along the contour when p ¤ *

ai -ia1
lim f(id) ¤ limes-~·¢.• cz->=*=°°

-·ao¤‘
+ bios ~•- l

l
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therefore,
lim lf(1oc)| < lim O.q••~> 1 °¢ q·+ 1 ~o aa

Also consider the case as p traverses the infinite semi-

circle., Letting

( p··reiG¤r(cos8+isin6)

and substituting in Equation (5.9a), we obtain

iQ ··r1(cos 8 + i ein 9)
ar e + bre + 1

Then for any fixed 8 in the range 1:/2
‘> 6 > ···1c/2

*1 6 0

since r and 1 are positive. Therefore, we limit our

study to the straight line contour along the imaginary
A exis such that-·=c><ip<¤o.

Letting p ¤ ion in (5,9a) and simplifying, we get

1
(5 lg ) £(l)8ß * · ·•

{(1 — cf a)° + (bcx)‘,}

where
8(5•10b) tan ep ·
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l
A graph of Equation (5.10a) for —¤o·< a S O is shown

in Fig. (5) which may'be feund at the end of this section.

As can be seen from Fig. (5), it is a spiral starting at

the origin when a •—$oo and returning to the origin when

a ·
O. As a increases from O to +cm, the graph follows

the second branch cf the äpiral which is symmetrical to
the first branch with respect to the real axis.

Equation (5.8) can be rewritten in the form:

(5.11) f(p) + 1 • 0.

Now as p varies along the imaginary axis between •ic¤ and
+i¤¤, the contour B encloses all of the roots in the right

half of the p plane, and the number of times f(p) en-

closes the point (~l,O) will be equal to the number of

these roots. Because of the symmetry of the two branches,
x

unstable roots will occur in conjugate pairs. Therefore,

we need only to investigate the behavior of one of the

branches of f(p)„ p
By direct examination it follows that if b >»A in

Equation;(5.l0a), then If(ia)| < 1; therefore, the point

(·l,0) is not enclosed and the system cannot possibly be-

come unstable. Reference to Equation (5.9b) shows that

this implies that the system will always be stable if

RAssuming that S>R (S ¤ R is trivial for all practical



purposes), set

b {(1 — a?a)' + (ba)'}
’

and solving for
a‘

we get

a•_··°•··-°
____

2a‘

Thus there are in general four real values of a (two for

each branch of the curve) fer which |f(ia)! · 1. The

conditions for existence of these values are=

b' "" 2a •• Ä·I< 0

and
(1)* •·• 28. Ö•

If these are combined with the aid of Equation (5.9b),

we get S > R. Therefore, a danger of instability exists

whenever S >·R„ Since the magnitude of the radius vector

of the spiral, as given by the left side of Equation (5.12),

is a centinuous function of a, we may differentiate it in

order to determine its extreme values. It turns out to

have only one maximum for each branch which occurs at
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Thus on each branch the magnitude of the radius vector

of the spiral attains the value of l twice, say, at al

and a2, and a maximum once. It fcllows that the magni-

tude of the radius vector will be greater than 1 between

al and az and will be less than l everywhere else. Along.
the positive branch (a 2 O) let

B1 ' '“1‘ * B1
(5.14a)..

ß2····¤¤2'¢+¤>2

and along the negative branch (a $»0)

B1 · ·a1t + el — x
(5.14b)

B2 • •a2r + ez • ¤

(the subtraction of x is made necessary by the factor a
B in front of Equation (5.10a)). This form of Equation

(5.14b) makes the radiue vector always positive.
Note from Equation (5.10b) that asna increases along B

each branch, the phase angle in Equations (5.14) de—

creases monotonioally along each branch from w/2 to -x/2.
Hence if al =»a2 (on either branch), we have ·a2 >·—al
and ez > el. Consequently, if al > a2, then B2 > B1 or,

in other words, the angle B shown in Fig. (4) is a mono-

tone decreasing function of a.

Now we know from the foregoing that as al increases
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to cz, the magnitude of the radius remains greater than
l• Then B1¤> B2 and the shaded sector in Fig. (4), ob-
tained by a rotation from the smaller to the larger value

of B, will encloee all of the values of the radius vector
which are greater than l.

The stability criterion is reduccd to the require-

ment that the shaded sector cn Fig. (4) does not include

the negative real axis. This can be stated as follows:

The system will be stable if no integer n exists

such that 1

(5•15) B1 Q (21:1 + l)¤ Q B?

If !B1 - B2! > 2x, the system becomes unstable,

since there is a complete turn of the spiral with the

magnitude of the radius vector greater than 1. If

IB1 - B2! < 2x, condition (5.15) can be satisfied within

a certain range of values of the time lag t which will

now be determined. The extreme case is shown in Fig. (5).

As seen from Fig. (5) if°B2 > B1, we must have for sta-15111:;1;(5.16)
B2 < (Zu + Dx

Bl >·(2n + l)w — 2x ¤ (2n - 1)¤ .

!———
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Using Equation (5.14a) and keeping in mind that 4
1 > 0, we obtain after simple transformations thefollow-ing

range in 1 within which the system will be stable:

Ä
(5.17) @2 + (Zn — lg: <:T < cl + (Zn + 1)¤ 4

where al > a2 and n are allowed integral positive values. }

Examination of formula (S11?) shows that in general Ä
for any given system (fixed a1,¤2, and e1,¢2) 1 is al- h

lowed a band spectrum of values for increasing n with
the band width given by formula (5•l7)• It should be
noted, however, that the spectrum will terminate at some
value of n after which

(5*18) og + (Zn · 1)¤:> el + (Zn + 1)¤°‘2 "1
This is due to the fact that B2 - B1 increases with ine
oreasing 1, and condition (5.18) corresponds to B2 - B1,

exceeding 2s•

In the original paper by Ansoff, from where this ma—

terial was obtained, the cases when the feedback is pre-

portional to the nth derivative of the displacement,

n { 1 are also cons1dered• The results are that if n ~ 2
or n • O, then there exists conditions such that the time

44
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lag ·: is allowed a band spectrum of values and within
this band spectrum the system is stable. For the case
when n > 2, the system is unstable.



for —¤¤ < ~<5 O
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VI
STABILITY CRITERION FOR NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS

Although non-linear equations are very important due

to their occurence in the physical world, the mathematical
theory needed in handling these equations is still im-
perfect.

To handle problems in which non-linear equations
arise, it has been necessary to describe the properties
ot the equation even though a solution in closed form

could not be attained.
L

Let us consider a second order differential equa-

tion:
L

(6.1) ä + :96:) ·•· t(x) · 0

where the differentiation is with respect to time. This

may be rewritten in the form:

(6.2) ä ä + od:) + z(x) • 0.

By setting v ¤ k •
ää and solving, we have

Q1 , -.ash.~:.nn
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which is a special case of the differential equation,

(6.4) dx .

Integration of Equation (6.4) yields v as a function of
x• If we plot these curves on a plane in which x and v

are rectangular coordinates, then the plane is called the

phase plane. The curves are called trajectories. A
point on the curve is referred to as a system point.

Much work has been done in connection with the phase

plane, and an insight of the behavior of non-linear sys—

tems has thus been obtained.
Definition: An equilibrium point of Equation (6.4)

is a point (xi,vi) such that Q(xi,vi) ¤ 0 and P(xi,vi) • 0.
In studying linear systems by phase plane analysis,

we would see that there is only one equilibrium point.
Consider a linear equation of the form:

E + mi + nx ¤ 0,

than ä,,,and

the only equilibrium point of this system is (0,0).

In the analysis of non-linear equations more than one

equilibrium point may exist. Since this is the case, we'

7 dan no longer speak of an equation being stable, but in-

"'stead must consider the stability of the equation in a
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neighborhood of each equilibrium point. It turns out
that the definition of stability given in Section 1 of

this paper is too restrictive in the case of ncn·linear

systems. We must, therefore, introduce new definitions

of stability which will serve to describe the system.
Definition: An equilibrium point (xo,v°) is said

to be asymptotically stable if for each 6 >·O, there
exists a 6 > O, such that every solution passing through

a point (xi,vi) within distance 6 of (x°,v°) at time tl
stays within an 6 distance for t ¤>tl and approaches
(xb,v°) as t —¢—·+¤¤.

Definition: The equilibrium point (xo,v°) is said
to be neutrally stable if it satisfies the conditions

for an asymptotically stable equilibrium point except for
the requirement that the solutions approach (x°,v°) as

t —%> +oo.
The equilibrium points can be considered as the in-

tersections of the curves Q ¤ O and P ¤ 0. In relatively

simple cases there are three types of equilibrium points,

a focus, a node, and a saddle point. These configurations

are given in Fig. (6), (7), (8), respectively. The direc—
tion of the arrows in each figure represents the direction

of the system point with increasing time. If, as time

increases, the system point approaches the equilibrium
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point, the system is stable. If the system point goes
away from the equilibrdum point, the system is unstable.
In the case of a saddle point, the system is always un-
stable in any neighborhood of this point.

In all of the above cases the trajectories in the
x,v plane were not closed. Closed trajectories occur
when periodic oscillations of the system are present.
When this phenomenon occurs, we call the resulting curves
limit cycles.

Definition: A closed cycle trajectory C is a limit
cycle of a system if there exists a non-closed trajectory
C1 such that given e >-O there exists a time t° such that
for t > to or t < to the distance from the system point
on C1 to C is less than e.

The question of stability of limit cycles depends
upon how the non-closed trajectory approaches the limit
cycle.

The chart below shows the type of stability we may have.

Cl --·>·· C from inside C1 --·•- C from in-

t -«» -¤¤

Gl -··-•- C from
outside stable semi—stable

as t —@>·+¤¤

Gl ·%>·C from
outside semi-stable unstableas t -*>·—°°

I
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An example follows to illustrate the above prin-
c:Lp1es• Let

.41„,dx
-·v + x x + v ·- )°

Writing ä in parametric form, we have

%§¤x+v(x‘ +v' -1)

gf--v+x(x' +v’ -1).

Transforming to polar coordinates where x =¤· r cos ¢p and

v ·· r ein <p, we obtain

(6§5) r • r(r‘
- 1)

(6,6) eö · -1.
Integrating Equation (6•5)• we find

1
r

·
“l

··· A¤§°
where

*r - 1
A Qe

Ye

and where ro is the value of r at t ¤ O.
There are two cases to consider, ro< 1, and rc > 1. If
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ro < 1, then

r g*1

+ 111 62*

since A is negative. Now as t ¤¤->··oc, r -·-·>- O. Thus the

origin is a limit cycle. Letting t -->·- ·-cc, we see that

r ·->· 1. Thus there is a limit cycle at r · 1.
Now consider the case when ro > 1, then

1: gg“1

- 111 62*

as t ··->·· ··<><>, r -···r·· 1.
From our chart we see that r ·¤ 1 is an unstable

limit cycle since as t -4- -<>¤ the inside and outside

curves both approach the limit cycle. The point O is a

p stable limit cycle. There is no inside or outside ap-

proach to this limit cycle.
Phase plane analysis is one of several methods used

to study non—linear equations. Some of the other more

prominent ones are the method of Van Der Pol, which was

modified by Krylov and Bogoliubov; Duffingw method; and

the perturbation method due to Poincarei In the execu—

tion of the above methods, many assumpticns are made

about the parameters of the system. Although many prob-

lems may be solved by these methods, the non—1inear

1
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equations need be rather simple so that the approximate

solutions obtained. are within certain bounds of the true

solutions.



iFig. (6)
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VII
CGRCLUSIOHS

The methods of continued fraction expansion and the
forming of determinent sequences may he used to determine
the stability ef s system only when the coeffieients ot
the oharacteristic equation are known, In physical ap—

plications the exact eoefficients are not usually known,
and thus the Nyqnist criterion tor detarmining the sta—
bility ofda system is more useful, We note that the
existence of paraneters ie; allowed in the system when
the etability is investigated by the Nyquist method,

In the field ot nonelinear analysis it is ohvious
that much work is needed, Today many mathematicians are
attacking these probleme, but es of yet, only certain
types cf equatiens have been studied.

I»
I
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I
IIIABSTRACT

The problem of determining the stability of a set of Z
linear differential equations has been of interest to “

mathematicians and engineers for a considerable length of
time.

The problem is attacked by obtaining the character-
istic equation of the original set of equations and de-
termining the stability of this equation.

The stability of the characteristic equatian is
first considered in terms of a continued fraction expan-
sion. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for
the characteristic equation to be stable.

The stability of the equation is then determined by ”

means of a determinant sequence, which was the manner
originally presented by A. Hurwitz in 1895.

The Hyquist criterion, which is a graphical method
for determining whether the equation is stable, is then
presented.

An example is given for each of the above methods to
illustrate the procedure used in determining whether the
equation is stable or unstable. Also included is a brief
analysis of stability for non~linear equations.II
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